
- F U L L I N D E P T H R E P O R T -
The Plan to Control the World

This is not just an article, but a unique in depth overview of

the globalist's strategy to use Covid-19 as an excuse to

create global tyranny.

You will see how they suppress every effective cure for Covid-19,

so they can enforce a very dangerous vaccine onto all of

humanity. This vaccine will contain nanotechnology that

connects us to artificial intelligence and start the process of

transhumanism, making us hybrids that lose the ability to think

freely. If you think that's insane, you're right. It is pure madness,

but it's nevertheless the hidden agenda behind the vaccine for

Covid-19.

Nothing is about your well-being, but everything is about

creating a world of control. Read the entire report to see

the facts for yourself.



You will also see abundant evidence that the pandemic has

been planned for decades and how everything is orchestrated

with mass fraud, global bribery, unprecedented censorship and

extreme corruption in media, and governments.

Don't read this if your time is limited. Choose a shorter

topic here if you are in a hurry. If you want to get the full scope

of what is happening in our world, and see all the evidence, then

proceed.

May you find the courage to face the truth,

and experience how it awakens you to become a hero,

who fights for the freedom of humanity.

100% FACT CHECKED

This is not a conspiracy theory, but a reality that can be fact checked in

the many references at the bottom of this page.

Cures for Covid-19 are Forbidden

While humanity is facing the worst nightmare in her entire

existence, suddenly a sound of deliverance resounds: there is



healing for Covid-19! Thousands upon thousands of patients

recovered from this horrible virus in a matter of days, without

any side effects, without hospitalization and virtually without

any deaths. This incredibly powerful cure is an age old anti-viral

medicine that has been used worldwide for more than 60

years: hydroxychloroquine.

‘This is the end of the pandemic’ exclaimed one of the

world’s most renown scientists, professor Didier Raoult

from France.

Professor Raoult is the global expert on infectious diseases and

personally treated more than four thousand covid

patients with this safe, cheap and amazingly effective drug

combo: hydroxychloroquone combined with azitromycine. Virtually

all of his patients healed in a short period of time. (1)

In his footsteps followed medical doctors like Dr. Zelenko from

New York (2) who healed over a thousand Covid-19 patients,

and Dr. Stella Immanuel from Texas who saw 350 patients

recover (78) without a single death. All over the world tens of



thousands of covid patients recovered rapidly, thanks to this

amazing treatment.

Several scientific studies confirmed how powerful HCQ is in

defeating the coronavirus, especially in combination with zinc and

azithromycine. (3)

Study from 2005 proved
anti-viral effect of HCQ on SARS-CoV

The strong anti-viral effect of chloroquine on SARS-CoV had

already been proven by an extensive scientific study by the NIH

(which is directed by Dr. Anthony Fauci) in 2005. The conclusion

of this study was:

'Chloroquine has strong antiviral effects on SARS-CoV

infection of primate cells. Chloroquine is effective in

preventing the spread of SARS CoV in cell culture.' (79)





Professor Raoult, Dr. Zelenko, Dr. Emmanuel and many other medical

doctors around the world saw thousands of covid patients recover in

days, after being treated with HCQ + ZINC + AZ.

Hiding the Cure from Humanity



This should indeed have been the end of the pandemic, right there and

then. So why is the world still suffering from this health crisis? Because

something insane happened, which may be too absurd to believe... yet

it's the sad reality we must be aware of. After the tremendous success

of this powerful anti-viral drug combo, several so called 'health'

organisations' or 'medical' institutions around the world did someting

nobody could have imagined, in even their wildest imaginations:

they conducted studies to prove to the world that this safe drug is

no good and is in fact dangerous. They did everything in their

ability to hide the cure for Covid-19 from humanity.

Fraudulent Studies Disqualify
a Safe Drug for Covid-19

One such fraudulant study was released by one fo the world's most

renown scientific institutions: 'The Lancet' from the United Kingdom.

They published a paper that supposedly 'proved' how ineffective and

actually harmful HCQ is. Result? The whole world started to reject this

cure.



Shortly after the release of this study, several scientists exposed

this report as a shameful scam. It was full of false data and had no

scientific validity at all.

Mass Murder by the World Health Organization



Another trial was done by the World Health Organization who tested

HCQ on 3,500 patients in 400 hospitals worldwide. To everybodies

horror as many as one third of all the patients... died!

As a result hydroxychloroquine was banned across the world.

One intelligent medical expert, Dr. Meryl Nass thought to herself:

'How strange... in the hands of real medical practioners HCQ

heals tens of thousands of patients, with virtually no

deaths, and in the hands of the WHO it kills a thousand

people...'

She took a good look at this study and discovered something

horrendeous: the World Health Organization gave their patients absurd,

lethal doses of HCQ. Dr. Nass revealed: (4)

The WHO tests use excessive, dangerous HCQ doses. These

tests are not testing the benefits of HCQ on Covid-19, but

rather testing whether patients survive toxic, non-

therapeutic doses.



'WHO and other organisations have conspired to administer excessive

doses of HCQ in order to increase the number of deaths. By doing this

they rob billions of people of a safe and cheap medicine.'

D R . M E R Y L N A S S

America's Frontline Doctors Censored

A group of physicians called 'America's Frontline Doctors' gave a

national press conference, in which they openly declared:

'The media have been lying to you about Covid-19. We are

here to tell you there are effective and safe

treatments. Nobody needs to die. Nobody needs to go to

hospital. Most people who are treated with HCQ+zinc

recover quickly. There is a cure, hydroxychloroquine works!'

The video of their press conference was viewed over 20 million

times in one day... and was then removed by Facebook and

YouTube. Their entire website was even taken down from the

internet!



Massive censorship was applied to Americas Frontline Doctors,

who told the world about safe and effective treatments for Covid-

19. (5B)

'Stop healing these people, or else...'

In the Netherlands the family practitioner Dr. Rob Elens was treating

his own dying patients with HCQ+zinc. They recovered in a matter of

days. (6)

The government stepped in and commanded him to stop healing

his patients with HCQ, or his license would be removed. Dr. Elens

had to let his patients die...

He made several videos in which he informed the people about what

was going on... but they were removed right away. In one video he gave

scientific information about several effective treatments for Covid-19. In

less than a day YouTube got rid of it.



'The governments say there's no treatment for Covid-19. It's a lie. It's

deception. They don't want to cure Covid-19 because...

everyone has to get the vaccines.'

D r . R O B E L E N S ,

MEDICAL CENTER DE PEEL, THE NETHERLANDS

2,500+ experts sound the alarm

The silencing of this physician however came too late. Hundreds

of thousands of people had seen his messages and a storm of

awakening was raging through their minds. More than 2,500

medical experts and over 18,000 other people sent a letter to

the government, expressing their deep concern about the

suppression of a safe, cheap and effective treatments for Covid-

19. (7)



'The current shaming, blaming and censorship of doctors who

oppose government policy - which is to reject alternatives to a

vaccine route - is extremely concerning.'

DR. DICK BIJL + 2,500 MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS

More doctors are silenced

In California two medical practitioners, Dr. Dan Erickson and Dr. Artin

Massihi, examined over six thousand people and revealed their

findings during a press briefing, that was viewed 5 million

times. (17) YouTube removed their video... and removed it again, and

again, and again, and kept removing it as hundreds of people kept

uploading it on different YouTube accounts.



Top scientist is silenced

The world renown epidemiologist Dr. Knut Wittkowski studied

the lockdowns and revealed how they did nothing to prevent the

spread of Covid-19. This internationally respected scientist

shared his findings in a video, and was censored

immediately. (7A)



Renown epidemiologist Dr. Knut Wittkowski revealed that lockdowns

don't stop the spread of Covid-19... and was censored.

Medical blog is removed

Dr. David Brownstein from Michigan succesfully treated over

120 corona patients using intravenous vitamin C, nebulized

hydrogen peroxide, along with oral administration of vitamins A

and D. (7B)

We've treated over a hundred patients and they're all

better. No one has been hospitalised or ventilated. We had

a 100% success rate with this. We treated patients who

were very old and very sick and we thought they were

dying. But these patients are getting better with these

therapies.



Dr. Brownstein healed 120 corona patients. He was rebuked by the FTC

and his entire medical blog was removed.

Free speech is gone

During this pandemic something very dangerous is

happening: suddenly free speech has vanished from planet

earth. Only the narrative that is pushed by the big media is

allowed. It's what the Nazis used to do. It's what happens in

communist China. It's what Russia was known for. But it's not

what the free world is used to….

Keep reading to see why they do this, so you can protect your life...



'If the freedom of speech is taken away then dumb and silent we may

be led, like sheep to the slaughter.'

GEORGE WASHINGTON

FIRST PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

500 corona patients healed

A respected medical doctor from Texas, Dr. Richard Bartlett,

successfully treated over 500 Covid-19 patients with a 100%

succes rate, using an well known asthma medicine Budesonide.

This is also used in Taiwan, Japan and Iceland, where only a

handful of people have died from Covid-19, in populations of

tens of millions of people!



In an interview with ‘America can we talk’ (7E) he shares how a

lady who was already suffering from two cancers and whose

body was weak from the chemo therapies, got Covid-19 on top

of that. She was dying...

He treated her with Budesonide and a few days later she

worked eight hour shifts again.

This effective medicine is however completely ignored by 'health

organizations', governments and the media and is even

denounced.

WHAT IS GOING ON?

Why did the WHO murder a thousand patients so they could ban

an effective medicine for Covid-19? Why are medical doctors

around the world being censored?

W H A T O N E A R T H I S G O I N G O N

W I T H T H I S P A N D E M I C ?



Vaccines are Pushed as
'the Only Answer'

The answer can be heard loud and clear throughout the media

all over the world: humanity must be vaccinated against Covid-

19. Governments are announcing a mandate to force every

single person to accept this rushed vaccine, that has been

hastily developed without proper safety testing.

The main voice calling for this, is the worlds leading vaccine

dealer, Bill Gates. He became a billionare through his company

Microsoft, but increased his fortune to over one hundred billion

dollars by dealing vaccines. He said:

'Investing in the vaccine industry is the best business

investment I have ever made'. (29)

Right before the outbreak of the pandemic Gates tweeted:

'I am particularly excited about what the coming year could mean

for one of the best buys in global health: vaccines.'



A Whole New Level of Global Control

Bill Gates now wants to make sure the entire world population

will buy his vaccines, by calling for a control system that will

blackmail humanity.

According to this vaccine dealer only people who have been

vaccinated against Covid-19 should be allowed to travel, go

to school, attend meetings and work. (32)

Digital vaccine ID's are already being developed (34) and Gates

has a patent on the technology that makes it possible to trace

an individual's body anywhere. This technology is called

WO2020-060606 (33). In addition, Gates wants to set up a global



monitoring network, which will track everyone who came into

contact with Covid-19 (34B).

Covid-19 is used to introduce a new level of authoritarian control.

Rushing an Unsafe Vaccine

The forced Covid-19 vaccine will be very dangerous for many

reasons. First of all it is developed without satefy

testing. Usually it takes 5-10 years to have a working vaccine,

but now they are rushing it out in a matter of months! In the

following 2 minute videoclip you hear Bill Gates say how side

effects only show up after two years. He says they don't want

to wait so long, and therefor skip the usual safety procedures.

This means they plan to inject a very dangerous, unsafe

vaccine into all of humanity!

In this same sort clip you also hear how Gates discouraged

president Trump to look into ill effects of vaccines... Known

vaccine side effects include cancers, paralysis, auto immune

desease, autism, brain damage and death.



The leading vaccine dealer in the world tells president Trump NOT

to investigate the ill effects of vaccines... Meanwhile he rushes an

untested vaccine for all of humanity and wants to set up

controlsystems to ensure the whole world will get these untested,

dangerous vaccines, with side effects that only show up after two

years...

A Vaccine for a Mutating Virus?

The rush for a Covid-19 vaccine baffles scientists all over the

world, because they all know SARS-CoV-2 is an RNA virus, which

are famous for their rapid and numerous mutations. Every

vaccine is always multiple generations behind, and therefor per

definition outdated. Dr. Mark Schleiss, a pediatric infectious

disease specialist and investigator with the Institute for

Molecular Virology at the University of Minnesota, says: (70)

‘In the world of RNA viruses, change is the norm. We expect

RNA viruses to change frequently. That’s just their nature.’

This graph shows the dozens of mutations of the virus SARS-

CoV-2 and more variations appear as we speak. (71)



Practicing for the pandemic

Vaccine dealers like Bill Gates plan to earn trillions of dollars

with this pandemic, making this the single greatest business

endeavor in all of history. Could it be that this dazzlingly

profitable project wasn’t a ‘surprise’ to them? Might they even

have been involved in… creating it? Before we jump to

conclusions, let’s have a look at what preceeded the pandemic…

A few months before the outbreak, Bill Gates organized an event

in New York City. Guess what the event was all about? It was

a ‘coronavirus pandemic exercise’. Yes, you read that right:

Bill Gates organized an coronavirus pandemic exercise!

This ‘pandemic exercise’ was called Event201 and happened in

October 2019, literally right before the outbreak.



The purpose of Event201 was to prepare the world for a

coronavirus pandemic… which happened right after the event.

Announcing corona virus outbreak

Also in September 2019 the Global Preparedness Monitoring

Board released a report titled ‘A World At Risk’.

It stressed the need to be prepared for… a coronavirus

outbreak!

On the cover of the report is the picture of a coronavirus and

people wearing face masks.



In the report we read the following paragraph:

‘The United Nations (including WHO) conducts at least two

system-wide training and simulation exercises, including

one for covering the deliberate release of a lethal

respiratory pathogen.’

Did you catch that?

Outbreak from China announced

In 2018 The Institute for Disease Modeling made a short video in

which they show a flu virus originating in China and

spreading all over the world, killing millions. They called it ‘A

Simulation For A Global Flu Pandemic.’ (64)



During that same year Bill Gates publicly announced that a

disease was on it’s way (!) that could wipe out 30 million

people. He said this would probably be a flu like virus. Melinda

Gates added that a natural or ‘engineered’ virus is humanities

greatest threat. (65)

How did they know this so certain?

Fauci announced the pandemic

During a preparedness event in Georgetown University in 2017

Anthony Fauci announced that during the first term of

President Trump a pandemic would hit the world. He literally

said:

'There will be a surprise outbreak!' (66)

How did Fauci know?

Movies predicted the coronavirus pandemic

There were even movies made to prepare the world for this.

The film ‘Dead Plague’ visualized a global pandemic with a

coronavirus and… even mentions hydroxychloroquine as the



only medicine that can defeat this disease. Another film called

’Contagion’ shows how a coronavirus spread globally with social

distancing face masks, lockdowns washing of hands etc. as a

result. (74)

Literally everything we see now, is predicted in detail in

these movies.

Experts call this ‘predictive programming’ which

means preparing the minds of people for what is about to happen...

Journalists predicted
planned pandemic

In 2014 an investigative journalist called Harry Vox, literally

predicted a planned global pandemic and said why the ‘ruling

class’ would do such thing:

'They will stop at nothing to complete their toolkit of

control. One of the things that had been missing from their

toolkit is quarantines and curfews. The plan is to get

hundreds of thousands of people infected with it and create

the next phase of control.' (67)



Another investigative journalist Anthony Patch said the exact

same thing during the same year:

‘They will create a pandemic with a man-made coronavirus.

As a result the people will demand a vaccine to protect

them against this virus. This vaccine will contain material

that changes the DNA of humans.' (68)

'The plan is to get hundreds of thousands of people infected with it and

create the next phase of control.'

H A R R Y V O X ,

R E N O W N I N V E S T I G A T I V E J O U R N A L I S T

Musician predicted pandemic

A little known rapper with the obscure name of Dr. Creep wrote

a song in 2013 called PANDEMIC. This song is about a global

coronavirus pandemic and in it he describes in detail what is going

on today. Seven years later, in 2020, his song suddenly became

world famous, because one of the lyrics literally says:

‘2020 combined with CoronaVirus, bodies stacking.



How is it possible that a rapper in 2013 predicted a coronavirus

pandemic that would happen in 2020? The musician says:

‘It is because I did research back in 2012, and read the so

called “conspiracy theories”. You know, those investigations

the media doesn’t want us to look into. According to those

theories pandemics were bound to happen in the decade of

2020 - 2030. So I wrote the song Pandemic about it. I have

used my music for over ten years now to warn people and

help them see what's going on in the world.’

In 2013 a musician who studied ‘conspiracy theories’ wrote a song

called ‘PANDEMIC’ in which he literally predicted that in 2020 a

coronavirus would kill many and cause global economic collapse.

Depopulate the earth by means of organized
epidemics

Dr. John Coleman is an Intelligence Officer from the CIA. This

CIA officer wrote a book called 'Committee of 300' in which he

explains how secret societies manipulate governments, health

care, every industry, the media and so on. This book can be

found on the website of the CIA. (75) One of their goals is to



depopulate the earth. Dr. Coleman says the following about

their strategy:

‘At least 4 billion 'useless eaters' shall be eliminated by the year 2050 by

means of limited wars, organized epidemics of fatal rapid acting

diseases and starvation.’

D R . J O H N C O L E M A N ,

C I A I N T E L L I G E N C E O F F I C E R

Maintain humanity under 500,000,000



In 1980 a granite monument was erected in Georgia, called the

Guidestones. (76) A set of 10 guidelines is inscribed on the

structure in eight modern languages and a shorter message is

inscribed at the top of the structure in four ancient language

scripts. The first guideline goes as follows:

1. Maintain humanity under 500,000,000 in perpetual balance with

nature.

This is rock solid evidence that powerful but hidden entities

focus on eliminating most of the global population. The CIA

officer who spent his life studying these groups, revealed that

one their methods to ‘maintain humanity’ is to cause pandemics.

During a TED talk Bill Gates echoed this goal, when he literally

said that vaccines can be used to reduce the world's populatin

with 10 - 15%! (39)



'There are now 6.7 billion people on earth and soon there will be 9

billion. However, we can reduce that number by ten to fifteen percent if

we do a good job with vaccinations, health care and birth control'.

B I L L G A T E S , V A C C I N E D E A L E R

'Scenario for the Future'

Besides reducing humanity there is another motivation for

creating global pandemics. According to the aforementioned

investigative journalist Harry Vox they also serve to implement

higher levels of authoritarian control in our society. This renown

researcher refers to a famous document by the Rockefeller

Foundation in which everything we see happening now is

literally predicted in great detail: the global pandemic, the

lockdowns, the collapse of the economy and the imposing of

authoritarian control.

It's all described with terrifying accuracy... ten years before

it happened!



The document is titled 'Scenario for the Future of Technology

and International Development'. (77) That says it all: a scenario

for the future. It has a chapter called 'LockStep' in which a

global pandemic is reported as if it happened in the past, but

which is clearly intended as a rehearsal for the future. Here are

a few quotes:

The pandemic also had a deadly effect on economies:

international mobility of both people and goods screeched

to a halt, debilitating industries like tourism and breaking

global supply chains.

Even locally, normally bustling shops and office buildings

sat empty for months, devoid of both employees and

customers.



That is literally what we have seen all over the world, and here we

see how it was described in this 'Scenario for the Future' by the

Rockefeller Foundation in 2010.

The 'Scenario for the Future' continues with comparing two

different responses to their predicted pandemic: the USA only

‘strongly discouraged’ people from flying, while China enforced

mandatory quarantine for all citizens. The first response is

accused of spreading the virus even more, while the imposing of

a suffocating lockdown is praised.

Then it goes on to describe the implementation of totalitarian

control:

During the pandemic, national leaders around the world

flexed their authority and imposed airtight rules and

restrictions, from the mandatory wearing of face masks to

body-temperature checks at the entries to communal

spaces like train stations and supermarkets.



Clearly the flexing of authority is the desired response. But it

gets worse…

Even after the pandemic faded, this more authoritarian

control and oversight of citizens and their activities stuck

and even intensified.

In developed countries, this heightened oversight took

many forms: biometric IDs for all citizens, for example, and

tighter regulation of key industries whose stability was

deemed vital to national interests.



According to this 'Scenario for the Future' written in 2010 a global

pandemic must result in increased control, where people gladly

surrender their freedom, in order to feel safe again. Ten years

later that is exactly what happens. A virus spreads across the

world, a total lockdown is imposed and governments apply

unprecedented tyranny.

Handbook for global control

Now that the announced pandemic is indeed here, the same

Rockefeller Foundation came forward with step two: a

handbook on how to implement new control systems

during this pandemic. (55) Only when all the required control

networks are in place, can the world open up again.

When you combine the two Rockefeller documents, you see the

plan:

1) First they announce a global pandemic with a coronavirus

and say what it should lead to: a whole new level of

authoritarian control.



2) Secondly they give practical steps on how to apply this

control system.

These are illustrations and quotes from their guide:

'Digital apps and privacy-protected tracking software

should be widely used to enable more complete contact

tracking.'

'In order to fully control the Covid-19 epidemic, we need to

test the majority of the population on a weekly basis.'



According to their 'Scenario of the future' written in 2010, the

entire world population should get a digital ID that indicates

who has received all the vaccines. Without sufficient

vaccinations, access to schools, concerts, churches, public

transport etc. will be denied. Now in 2020 that is exactly what

Bill Gates and many governments are calling for.

'Even after the pandemic faded, this more authoritarian control and

oversight of citizens and their activities stuck and even intensified.'

R O C K E F E L L E R F O U N D A T I O N

Everyone's contacts must be checked



In a leaked government video (52C) we see a conversation

between former American president Bill Clinton and Andrew

Cuomo, the governor of the state of New York. They discuss

how to set up a large control system to test the entire

population and check all their contacts. They discuss how to

build an army to carry out this control system.



'Hundreds and hundreds of control agents must be appointed.

They test everyone and then check all their contacts. This has

never been done before on this scale. This is an army of

interrogators who will check everyone's contacts.'

A N D R E W C U O M O ,

G O V E R N O R O F N E W Y O R K

Death by vaccine...

The strategy is clear: cause a global pandemic in order to

enforce unprecedented levels of authoritarian control. This

means people lose their most basic freedoms and rights and

become slaves at the merciless hands of power hungry

billionaires who will pull the strings on vaccines, digital ID’s,

contact tracing etc.

The keyword here is 'vaccines'. These will be the golden key

to lock the global prison doors: 'Everybody must get our

vaccines or they will be excluded from normal life.'

What most of us don't know however is the heartwrenching

devastation vaccines have caused to millions around the



world. The US government recently payed over 4 billion USD in

damages to people whose lives were destroyed by vaccines.

Global dramas through Bill Gates' vaccines

Robert F. Kennedy Jr. is a relative of the late president John F.

Kennedy who was murdered because he exposed the

corruption of the CIA. Robert Kennedy Jr. obviously inherited the

passion for truth and freedom, as he did an in depth

investigation in the vaccine business of Bill Gates. In a

devestating report he exposes many worldwide drama's caused

by Gates' vaccines. Below are some facts from this shocking

report. (37)

While polio (poliomyelitis) was decreasing worldwide, Gates

began massively treating children in India with a vaccine.

Suddenly almost half a million cases of severe poliomyelitis

occured!

Over 500,000 children were crippled and deformed for life! The

World Health Organization eventually admitted that Gates'

vaccine program was guilty of this. In Congo, the Philippines and

Afghanistan similar epidemics were caused by Bill Gates'

vaccines.



In 2014, an experimental vaccine was tested on 23,000 girls in

India. One thousand suffered serious damage, including

autoimmune diseases and infertility. Seven girls died.

In 2010, Gates funded an experimental malaria vaccine in

Africa, causing the death of 151 children. Of the 5,049 children

tested, 1,048 suffered serious side effects such as paralysis,

epileptic seizures and convulsions.

In South Africa thousands of children were vaccinated against

their will. Hundreds were paralysed! South African newspapers

wrote:

'We're guinea pigs for drug manufacturers.'

In 2014, Gates claimed to have a safe vaccine against tetanus. In

reality, it was a poison that made women infertile. Millions of

women lost any chance of having children. Similar accusations

come from Tanzania, Nicaragua, Mexico and the Philippines.

'Maybe we should have a safety
system...'



In the following videoclip you can see how Bill Gates talks about

injecting genetically modified organisms in the arms of little

kids. He laughs about it!

Then he says: ‘maybe we should have a safety system…’

which means he doesn’t have them!

WHO concerned
about vaccine damage

A secret meeting of vaccine specialists of the World Health

Organization shows how dangerous vaccines are. They met to

express their concern about the deaths caused by vaccines and

its long-term harmful effects. This information was not

supposed to leak out, but an honest person who had access to

the footage of the secret meeting made it public. Here's what

they said among themselves: (38)

'We cannot overemphasize the fact that we really

don't have very good safety monitoring systems in many

countries, ... we're not able to give clear cut answers when people



ask questions about

the deaths that have occurred due to a particular vaccine.'

D R . S O U M Y A S W A M I N A T H A N ,

C H I E F S C I E N T I S T , W H O

'The major health concerns which we are seeing is accusations of

long-term, long-term effects.'

DR. MARTIN HOWELL FRIEDE, COORDINATOR,

VACCINE RESEARCH INITIATIVE, WHO



'Our healthcare professionals are beginning to question the safety

of vaccines.'

PROFESSOR HEIDI LARSON,

DIRECTOR OF VACCINE CONFIDENCE PROJECT

Bill Gates controls the W.H.O.

Since the World Health Organization is all too aware of the

deaths and long terms health damage caused by their vaccines,

one would expect them to be very careful with vaccines, right?

On the contrary: the WHO is the main force pushing for a

mandatory vaccine. Why would they do this?

The answer is that their main financial supporter is Bill

Gates, who happens to also be the world’s nr 1 vaccine

dealer.

All this becomes even more disturbing if we realize that this

same WHO murdered over a thousand people worldwide, by

giving them lethal doses of hydroxychloroquine, in order to put

this safe medicine in a bad light. As Dr. Meryl Nash said earlier:

By doing this they rob billions of people of a safe and cheap

medicine.

This may contribute to the prolongation of the pandemic,

massive economic losses and many more deaths.

Crimes against humanity

The millions of lives severely damaged by his vaccines, coupled

with his plan to reduce mankind by 15%, have prompted half a

million people to take steps.

A petition has been submitted to the White House

with 600,000 signatures, demanding that Bill Gates be

investigated for 'crimes against humanity' (40).



Facebook censors vaccine information

How come most of us are not aware of how dangerous vaccines

are? Because information about vaccine damage is censored by

the big media, who are either owned or bribed by vaccine

dealers. During an official interrogation by the U.S. government,

the owner of Facebook, Mark Zuckerberg, was questioned about

this.

The congressman began the interrogation by referring

to the billions of dollars being payed to compensate

people who were severely damaged by vaccines.

He then asked Mark Zuckerberg why Facebook keeps people

away from information that warns them of these dangers.

Zuckerberg replied that they do, because everyone should get

all vaccinations (42). Zuckerberg remained visibly unmoved by

the far-reaching devastation that vaccinations cause to many

people.

'Facebook censors information about the dangers of vaccines, because

we want everyone to be vaccinated.'

M A R K Z U C K E R B E R G , C E O F A C E B O O K



CDC destroys evidence

A few years ago, research was done into a possible link between

vaccines and autism. The research was carried out by the

American Centre for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). The

results were astonishing: there indeed appeared to be a direct

connection. So what did they do? All the researchers came

together and a large dustbin was placed in the middle of the

room.

In it they threw all the documents that showed the

link between autism and vaccinations. Thus, the

evidence was destroyed.

Subsequently, a so-called 'scientific' article was published in the

authoritative medical magazine Pediatric, stating that

vaccinations do not cause autism. However, a leading scientist

within the CDC exposed this crime (44).

'I was involved in misleading millions of people about the possible

negative side effects of vaccines. We lied about the scientific findings.'

WILLIAM W. THOMPSON, PHD.,

SENIOR SCIENTIST CDC



Experts are warning us

In almost every nation of the world there are organizations that

inform the general public about vaccine damage. Many

documentaries have been produced to reveal the devastation

caused by vaccines, like the renown movie VAXXED. In this

historic film people across America testify how their children are

suffering severely from vaccine damage.

Many children become autistic, lose their mental

abilities, voice and even ability to walk.

I posted a link to the documentary VAXXED on this page but a

few days later it was removed by YouTube. The way information

about vaccine damage is being censored is extremely

concerning and should alarm every person on this planet. It

reveals how the agenda to vaccinate humanity is aggressively

pushed.

Meanwhile respected medical experts keep raising

their voices...



'Many vaccines are infected with gamma-retroviruses, because they use

viruses grown in infected animal cell lines. This leads to diseases such

as chronic fatigue syndrome, autism, cancer, leukaemias and

lymphomas.'

J U D Y M I K O V I T S , P H . D . , C E L L U L A R A N D

M O L E C U L A R B I O L O G I S T

'The vaccination process, by its very nature, entails significant risks of

illness, injury and death, which are persistently denied and covered up

by the manufacturers, the CDC and the doctors who speak out in

favour.' (47)

D R . R I C H A R D M O S K O W I T Z

Animals and aborted babies

One of the reasons that vaccines can be fatal or cause serious

disabilities is the fact that they contain material from... monkeys,

pigs and calves. In addition, tissue from aborted babies is used.

During an official interrogation, the godfather of vaccinations,

Dr. Stanley Plotkin, was questioned.

He confirmed that material from monkeys, pigs,

calves and murdered babies is used in vaccines. (48)



Ignorant politicians

The tragedy is that most government leaders know nothing

about vaccine damage. An interview with the Prime Minister of

the Netherlands, Mark Rutte, illustrates this. A journalist asked

him what he thinks about the dangers of vaccines. The answer

of this prime minister is shocking: (49)

'I don't know anything about that. I've never thought about the

dangers of vaccinations.'

M A R K R U T T E ,

PRIME MINISTER OF THE NETHERLANDS

Deception in health organisations

Nelleke Bakker worked for 25 years at the Dutch government

department for health, in the vaccination department. She

discovered more and more how much deception there is.

Eventually, she quit. Nelleke says: (51)



'The RIVM website is full of unsubstantiated assumptions and outright

lies. And the vast majority of employees appear to know as little about

the risks of vaccination as the average citizen.'

N E L L E K E B A K K E R ,

W O R K E D F O R T H E R I V M F O R 2 5 Y E A R S

'At least 700,000 will suffer'

In an interview with the CNBC Bill Gates made a disturbing

statement concerning the covid19 vaccine. (36) First he declared

that flu vaccines do not work with elderly people. Isn't that

interesting? Billions of dollars are made every year by selling flu

vaccins to elderly people all around the world, and here we have

the world's nr1 vaccine dealer openly admitting they don't work!

Gates added that because of this, the covid19 vaccine will have

to be boosted to make it extra potent, in the hopes that it might

also have some effect on the elderly. There is however a severe

risk with this. As vaccines become more agressive, the long term

destructive side effects also increase dramatically.



Gates said that at least 700,000 (!!!) people will suffer from

this and therefor governments will have to be involved, to

pay damages. (36)

'At least 700,000 people will suffer from the side effects. That's

why governments will have to be involved to pay damages'.

B I L L G A T E S , V A C C I N D E A L E R

Multiple doses will be needed...
'like we hoped'!

Bill Gates even stated in an interview with CBS (69): 'we don't

know of these vaccines will work' and that therefor 'multiple

doses will be required'. But then he says something that reveals

his true nature and motivation:

'None of the vaccines at this point appear like they'll work

with a single dose. That was the hope at the very beginning.'

That was the HOPE at the very beginning? Are you kidding? Let

that statement get through to you...

50% have adverse reactions



Not only will every vaccine for covid19 always be outdated (as is

also the case with flu vaccines!), they are already proving to be

very dangerous.

During a trial of a covid vaccine by Moderna, half of the trial

participants had immediate adverse reactions. (73)

What the long term health damage to these people will be is not

clear yet. But real life experience with vaccines shows that the

worst health damage always occurs months and even years

later.

Bribed by billionaires

As we saw previously major health organizations in many

countries blatantly lie to the people, they are payed to protect.

Why is that? The answer is as terrible as it is vulgar: they are

funded by the vaccine dealers. For example the Dutch

National Institute of Public Health openly acknowledge that Bill

Gates is their financial sponsor. (52)



The Italian politician Sara Cunial vigorously raised this issue in

the Italian Government. This courageous lady accused the heads

of government of Italy of bribery by Bill Gates. She said to the

Italian president: (52B)

'Dear President Conte, tell us how to define you: The lawyer's

friend who takes orders from a criminal.'

'Next time you get a call from the philanthropist Bill Gates,

forward it directly to the International Criminal Court for crimes

against humanity.'

The fact that many leaders in our society are bribed to play dirty

games was publicly confirmed by the well-known British

politician Nigel Farage. In a frank interview with the Dutch

reporter Robert Jensen, Farage stated:



'For years, they've been trying to bribe me with luxury and wealth. As a

successful businessman, however, I was already living like this, so it

didn't work with me. The other politicians within the EU do fall for it.

They get an astronomical amount of money and don't want to miss this

luxury anymore. That's why they play the game.'

N I G E L F A R A G E ,

W E L L - K N O W N B R I T I S H P O L I T I C I A N

Media is bribed

The reality of large scale bribery was exposed by German

Journalist Udo Ulfkotte who was an editor for one of Europe's

largest newspapers, the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung (FAZ).

He wrote the book 'Bought Journalists' in which he confesses

how he and his colleagues were bribed for decades by American

billionaires, the CIA, the German secret service and various

shadow governments to write nothing but lies. In the video

below he makes the following confession:

‘I've been a journalist for 25 years. I was taught to

lie, to betray and to never tell the truth to the

public. ... I was bribed by American billionaires to



report... not exactly the truth.’ (26)

Journalist Udo Ulfkotte

'I've been a journalist for 25 years. I was taught to lie, to betray

and never to tell the truth to the public. I was bribed by American

billionaires to report... not exactly the truth.'

U D O U L F K O T T E , J O U R N A L I S T

Billionaires buy the world

The reality is that super rich billionaires have the ability to

virtually control the entire world, simply by buying politicians,

media and all kinds of organizations. If you search the internet,

you see countless articles praising Bill Gates for his 'generous

donations' to different entities.

He is always portrayed as their 'savior', but the reality is

that he buys himself into these groups, so he can control

them.

Gates works closely with the famous Rockefeller Foundation,

who bought a lot of the world's education, media, agriculture,

food industries, and so on. Much more can be revealed about



this, but we need to focus on the current issue, which is the plan

to vaccinate mankind and set up global control.

Warning for global tyranny

Prominent leaders within the worldwide Catholic Church wrote

an open letter to warn mankind. Below you can read some

excerpts from this letter which was compiled by Archbishop

Carlo Maria Viganò, Cardinal Gerhard Müller, Cardinal Joseph

Zen and Cardinal Janis Pujats. (59)

Based on official data on the spread of the epidemic and the

number of deaths, we have sufficient reason to believe that

there are forces interested in causing panic among the

world's population with the sole aim of imposing

permanent and unacceptable restrictions on their freedom

of movement.

The imposition of these illegal measures is a disturbing step

towards a world government that would escape all control.

We must not allow centuries of Christian civilization to be

erased under the pretext of a virus, and replaced by an

abhorrent technological tyranny, in which nameless and

faceless individuals can decide the fate of the world by

relegating us to a virtual reality.



'The imposition of these illegal measures is a disturbing step towards a

world government that would escape all control.'

A R C H B I S H O P C A R L O M A R I A V I G A N Ò

Join the global freedom army!

What can we do about this? A lot! History shows that every

attempt to impose global dictatorships always failed. There is

more than evil in this world. Whether you are a person of faith

or not, we all know there is good as well. And throughout

human history we see that ultimately good always conquered

evil. So there is hope!

How can we fight this evil? We must understand that

it works through deception.

As you will see in the remainder of this in depth documentary,

there is massive deception working in our world. Covid numbers

are fraudulently inflated, patients are being murdered in

hospitals, doctors are forced to report fake covid cases, fake

hospital and test sites are set up to lie to the people, and much,

much more deception is going on. But before you read about



this shocking global fraud with covid numbers, I encourage you

to make a decision to take action against this crime.

Please become part of a global army of freedom

warriors.

How can you join? Simply sign up for our free emails. No, this is

not like any other email list that we usually reject for good

reason. We are raising up an army of freedom warriors who will

protect mankind against this crime, that is playing out right

before our very eyes.

You will be informed about the major deception, and discover

truth that sets you free. You will be equipped to stand up

against this invasion of corruption. Important new facts will be

shared with you, so you don't remain ignorant or deceived by

the corrupt media.



Truth will empower you to protect yourself and your

beloved ones against the grab for power by these

billionaires.

So please don't hesitate. Nobody wants to get another email

with useless information. However we all need to be informed

accurately about this world crisis and be strengthened to resist

this global crime.

Sign up now and then read on to see how these

criminals are lying to the world, with unimaginable

covid fraud.

Sign up to know truth
and fight corruption



SIGN UP!

E X P O S I N G C O V I D F R A U D

The second part of this documentary might shock you even

more, as it exposes a level of global corruption and fraud, that

nobody could ever imagine. Yet it is a dark reality in our world,

that needs to be brought into the light, if we want to deal with

it.

I encourage you to open your eyes for it, don't deny

obvious realities but be brave.

If we stand together as humanity, we can take this down. But we

must be willing to see what is going on, shake off any irrational

denial because we are afraid, and rise up as courageous

warriors of truth.

Everything you will see here can be checked in the dozens of

sources at the bottom of the page. We don't ask you to blindly

believe everything - as many do with the corrupt media (!) -

but I encourage you to do your own research, check the sources,

and come to your own conclusions.

It's time to set humanity free from the greatest scam the world

has ever seen. The virus is real, people die from it, but there is

something going on that goes way beyond that...

See it with your own eyes.

Murder in New York



New York is the epicenter of the covid-19 pandemic. In the

heart of New York is the famous Elmhurst hospital where

supposedly more people are dying from this virus than

anywhere else in the world.

It's literally the epicenter within the epicenter of the

pandemic.

For this reason, an experienced nurse from Florida, Erin

Olszewski, decided to go there to help with the crisis. What she

saw in this worldfamous hospital, however, filled her with so

much horror, that she decided to take a hidden camera with her

to film what was going on.

Patients who repeatedly tested negative for covid-19, are still registered

as 'confirmed covid-19' and treated as such. They are put on a

respirator in a covid ward... which causes them to die.

In a revealing documentary by Journeyman Pictures, this nurse

talks about the crimes she constantly sees happening in

Elmhurst. She shows on her smartphone how a patient indeed

tested negative for covid-19 twice... and yet was registered as

'confirmed' covid-19'. (8)



She explains that this happens all the time in

Elmhurst: deception and murder resulting in high covid-

19 mortality rates that are trumpeted.



'People come in with respiratory problems due to fear, because

everyone is afraid. They're tested negative for covid, but are still put on

a ventilator, causing them to die.'

ERIN OLSZEWSKI

NURSE ELMHURST HOSPITAL, NEW YORK

Patients are murdered

A similar testimony comes from an anonymous nurse at another

hospital in New York. This woman cries out in sheer despair,

about the murders she constantly sees happening on her ward.

Every time she said anything about it, she was moved

to a different department.

All her attempts to knock on the door of official bodies proved

fruitless. In the end she made a video which she shared on the

internet (8B).

‘People, I'm not stupid. I know some people are dying of Covid, but

people are literally being murdered here. Yeah, because if you put

someone with a stable heart rate of 40 on the defibrillator, that's

murder. And if you increase the pressure too much and inflate their

lungs from the inside, that's murder.’



N U R S E F R O M N E W Y O R K

'Orders from above'

On Facebook, a video had four million views, in which Lena

Kay tells how her father had died of Alzheimer's

disease. (9) When they received the death certificate, they were

surprised to see that it mentioned covid-19. She wanted to have

this wrong information corrected and contacted the family

doctor. His answer was shocking:

'Orders from above by the National Health Service. Anyone who

dies during this period should be registered as covid-19.'

A friend of her family died during the same period from heart

disease. On his death certificate covid-19 was also mentioned.

His family members were furious and called their family doctor,

who gave exactly the same disturbing answer:

'Orders from above, we must put covid-19 on every death

certificate.' The doctor acknowledged they're under a lot of

pressure to do this.



'The general practitioner replied: "Orders from above by the National

Health Service. Anyone who dies during this period must be registered

as covid-19."

L E N A K A Y E

Hospitals commit fraud

All over the world thousands of people testify how false Covid

registrations are made in hospitals and medical centers. Patients tell

how they went to the hospital, for example, for a heart attack, a traffic

accident, a painful fall, or a stroke. Without performing a test, medical

staff promptly registered them as covid-19 patients. Someone on

Facebook started sharing this kind of testimony and became a hotline

for countless fake Covid registrations. Nursing staff confirms this

deception. Here are some examples from the hundreds of

testimonies (10):

The grandmother of an acquaintance of mine died. She was

referred to as a covid death, although covid had nothing to

do with it. - Brian Parker

I personally know two people - one died of a pulmonary

embolism and the other died of old age. On the death

certificates was covid19. That baffled me, because it just

wasn't true! - Leah-Marie Stephens

I fill in hundreds of death certificates. He's 100% right. The

guidelines sent to us are to always mention covid-19 as the

cause of death, even if it's presumed. - Jessica Littleton

Kidney nurse here, I can vouch for this. I've seen it done. All

deaths except fatal shootings or fatal car crashes are on the

list of Covid19 deaths. - Jennifer Combs Allen

All over the world people testify about false covid registrations in

hospitals, nursing homes, medical centers, general practitioners,

etc. The figures are inflated to create global panic.



Funeral directors:
'They fill in the stats.'

Journalists from Project Veritas phoned several undertakers.

They revealed that all death certificates state that covid-19 is the

cause of death, while it is not. These are some statements from

undertakers (11):

‘They put covid-19 on her death certificate. Then a judge

called the hospital, and there came an independent

investigation. And bingo, not covid-19.’

Josephine Dimiceli, president Dimiceli & Sons Funeral Home

'In my opinion, all they do is fill in the stats. People who didn't have

Covid-19 are added. That's how you're making New York's mortality

rate much higher than it should be.’

JOSEPH ANTIOCO,

DIRECTOR SCHAEFFER FUNERAL HOME

Fake covid-hospitals in Brazil



A member of the Brazilian government broke into a campaign

hospital, set up to treat large numbers of Covid patients. He and

his security team weren't allowed to enter the hospital, but

forced their way into it. They filmed everything and revealed

how the hospital is a scam, with hardly anybody present. There

were coffins that supposedly contained dead covid patients, but

when opened they turned out to be empty.

This hospital was however touting alarming Covid

numbers: 5,000 covid-patients and 200 deaths. It

turned out to be 100% fraud. (12B)

In São Paulo, the Anhembi Action Hospital was also

unexpectedly checked. The whole building turned out to be

largely empty as well (see picture above). (12C)

Yet they also spread dramatic covid numbers.



The Brazilian president has called on his people to film the

hospitals and expose this large-scale deception. In an interview

he stated: (12D)

'The people will soon see that they were tricked by these governors and

by most of the media when it comes to the coronavirus.'

J A I R B O L S O N A R O , P R E S I D E N T O F B R A Z I L

Big money for covid registrations

Dr. Scott Jensen, who is also a Senator of the state of Minnesota,

states in an interview with Fox News: 'Hospitals receive as much

as $13,900 for every patient they register as covid-19. For every

death resulting from covid-19, that amount is tripled: 30,900

USD! Testing is not necessary...'

The result is absurdly incorrect covid-19 numbers,

which are spread nationwide by the media (12).



'Hospitals get big money for every covid-19 registration. No testing

required. The result is massive fraud with covid-numbers.'

D R S C O T T J E N S E N , S E N A T O R M I N N E S O T A

CBC fakes a covid test crowd

The American news agency CBC made a program about a covid

test center. However, few people appeared to report for the

test, indicating a low number of infections.

CBC then instructed the medical staff to stand in line

themselves and pretend they were all infected people

who wanted to be tested.

Other staff members had to drive their cars around the test

centre all the time to create the illusion of great crowds. Project

Veritas has video recordings and testimonials from insiders,

unmasking this deception. These are some of their statements,

which are on film: (12E)



We knew the CBC was coming, but we had no idea we'd

have to play fake patients. - Medical staff member

I think they just wanted it to look busy. - Medical staff member

The deceptive footage was then shown by the CBC to their

millions of viewers in America, who were thereby imprinted with

the message that there are 'many infections' and people wanted

to get tested en masse. Total fraud!

Covid counted twice in UK

Health Services of England recently admitted to double counting

tens of thousands of covid-19 registrations. (12F) Yes, you read

that right! In England, tens of thousands of covid-19 tests were

double-counted.

Texas insanity



In the state of Texas anyone with a headache or a fever is now

listed as covid19, and up to 15 people who are in contact with

that person are added as covid19. That's how they create

staggering numbers. It's insane... (12G)

Shameless lies by the media

A photo of a boy was distributed by news agencies all over the

world, but with conflicting coverage. The Daily Mail claimed: 'A

Portuguese boy of 14 is Europe's youngest patient to die of

Corona.' The same photo was distributed by the Daily Express

with the text: 'A 12 year old girl from Belgium dies of

corona'. Another agency used the same photo and stated: 'A 13

year old boy from England died of corona'.

The same happened to another picture of a boy who died in

2017 due to a dangerous 'suicide' game. Three years later his

photo is used to claim in the mainstream media that he was the

youngest victim of covid19 in England.



Pure lies are spread to millions of people. Shameless deception on a

global scale

A girl cried on the internet with a broken heart that her father

had died of health problems he had had for a long time. To her

astonishment she saw shortly afterwards how the media

claimed that her father died of covid-19. She is furious:

'My papa never died of this virus! And the media and the

lying ass government is fraud! He had health issues way

before this even happened. They did NOT confirm with our

family that he had this shit! And the media won't clout off

his name. This is going tooooo far!'



MEDIA DECEPTION

These examples are just the thin layer of ice at the very top of a huge

hidden iceberg. Unimaginably more is going on. The media are

spreading lies to create global panic. At the same time they

suppress effective and safe treatments for covid-19.

Coroner:
'There's no killer virus'

The respected German coroner Prof. Dr. Klaus Püschel has

examined more than 140 coronadalities in Hamburg in recent

weeks. On German TV he said that the hysteria around the

coronavirus has been gravely exaggerated. All the people who

died had underlying disorders and would have died quickly

anyway, with or without the virus, according to Püschel, adding



that there is no 'killer virus'. The professor of the University

Medical Center Hamburg-Eppendorf stated (13):

"This may sound harsh, but they would all have died this year."

Eighty percent of patients suffered from cardiovascular disease

and the average age was 80 years. Healthy people don't have to

worry, says Püschel. The coroner also predicted that corona will

not even cause a peak in the annual mortality rate.

'It's not a killer virus that many will die of. This virus is also not

necessarily a death sentence for the elderly and sick. Most will survive

the disease.'

P R O F . D R . K L A U S P Ü S C H E L

Furious about lies

The Italian politician Vittorio Sgarbi is furious about the far-reaching

covid-19 deceptions. He exclaimed in the Italian Chamber of Deputies:

‘It is necessary to be united against dictatorships and to be united

in the truth. Let's not make this the chamber of lies. Don't lie! Tell

the truth.'

'Don't say there's 25,000 dead. It's not true. Don't use the dead for

rhetoric and terrorism. Figures from the Higher Institute of Health

say 96.3% died of other diseases.’ (14)



'Don't lie! Tell the truth! Don't say there's 25,000 dead. It's not true.

Don't use the dead for rhetoric and terrorism.'

V I T T O R I O S G A R B I ,

C H A M B E R O F D E P U T I E S , I T A L Y

97% were never tested

A prominent newspaper in Belgium, De Tijd, discussed how the

government announced that some three thousand elderly people had

died of covid-19. Partly because of these figures, the entire country was

placed in an extreme lockdown, with horrifying destruction as a result.

However, further research showed that only 3% of the deceased had

been tested.

This means that not 3,000 but only 90 elderly had

covid-19. (15)

Tanzania exposes deception

President John Magufuli of Tanzania questioned the covid-19

numbers of his country. There were more than 400 cases and 16

deaths. He accused the National Medical Laboratory of lying. To



substantiate his suspicions, he sent two samples that

supposedly belonged to people to have them tested. The

samples, however, came from a papaya fruit and a goat. As he

suspected, they came back... with positive results: 'These people

are infected with covid-19.' This is how he unmasked the

deception (16).

Thousands of video's from scientists have been censored, both

by YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, Google etc. Not only that, but

accounts of health organizations who teach people to build their

immunity and become strong individuals have massively been

removed from the internet.



For example: a global leader on healthy living, The Truth About

Cancer, had millions of followers on Twitter. Their three largest

Twitter accounts were deleted. Their website was buried by

Google and is now hard to find. Similar health organizations all

over the world faced the same fate.

Facebook, Twitter and Google are aggressively censoring scientists,

medical doctors and health experts.

1500 doctors and experts:
'This is a global crime!'

In Germany, the association "Doctors for Information" is

supported by more than 1500 doctors, scientists and top

professionals. During a press conference their spokesman Dr.

Heiko Schoning said (18):



The measures we all experience have nothing to do with

suppressing the virus. So... who are actually being

suppressed here?

The Corona panic is a play. It's a scam. A scam. It's high time we

understood that we're in the midst of a global crime.

'The corona panic is a play. It's a scam. Swindle. It's high time we

understood that we're in the midst of a global crime.'

DR HEIKO SCHONING,

DOCTORS FOR INFORMATION, GERMANY

120 scientists give REAL facts about covid-19



There are basically two kinds of scientists: bought ones and free

ones. Bought scientists are those who say anything they get

payed to say. This is especially true in the pharmaceutical

industry and politics.

A so called 'scientist' working for big pharma will

never tell the truth, because he gets payed to speak

the propaganda of the company he works for.

The same goes for 'scientists' who serve a political agenda.

Never ever in your life listen to the words of a 'scientist' or

doctor who is on the payroll of any kind of political organisation

or billionaire.

Real scientists do genuine research with the sole purpose of

finding out the truth. This is a rare breed, and they are golden. It

is in times like this that these real scientists are speaking up,

against the global corruption of their colleagues, who are payed

to promote the prescribed narrative.

Below you find several quotes by scientists that, as far as I know,

have no financial or political gain by saying what they say. These



quotes come from a document (20) that shows 120 leading

scientists who criticize the misinformation by media and

governments and share true scientific facts about the virus.

'The overall clinical results of COVID-19 are comparable to

severe seasonal flu, with a mortality rate of about 0.1%, or

pandemic flu.'

Professor Dr. Giulio Tarro

'99% of active cases in the general population are mild and

do not require specific medical treatment. Deaths occur

mainly in the elderly, in people with serious chronic

diseases such as diabetes and heart disease.'

Dr. David Katz, Yale University, USA, founding director of the Yale

University Prevention Research Center

'In Germany about 2,500 people die every day, and only 12

people have died in the last 3 weeks because of covid19. I

lean out of the window and say: we may not have more

deaths in 2020 than in any other year.'

Prof Dr. Hendrick Streeck, Professor of Virology and Director of the

Institute for Virology and HIV Research at the Medical Faculty of the

University of Bonn

'Draconian measures that restrict people's fundamental

rights in such a comprehensive way can only be imposed if

there is reliable evidence that a new virus is extremely

dangerous. Has there ever been such a scientifically based

indication for COVID-19? In my opinion, the simple answer is

"no".'

Professor Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi, Specialist in microbiology and

infection epidemiology, former head of the Institute of Medical

Microbiology and Hygiene at the University of Mainz.



'In my first video about COVID-19 I suggested that the

mortality rate should be around 0.7%. The opposite was

proven to me today. In fact, the death rate is one-tenth of

that. Here's the plain truth: COVID-19 isn't much worse than

bad flu.'

Professor Sam Vaknin, Israël

'Here's the plain truth:

COVID-19 isn't much worse than bad flu.'

P R O F E S S O R S A M V A K N I N , I S R A Ë L

Universities prove
low mortality rate

Scientists from Stanford University in California show that the

mortality rate of covid-19 is between 0.02 and 0.4%. (20B) To put

these figures in context: seasonal flu has a mortality rate of

0.1%. When this study was criticised, the principal investigator

responded:

'There's a kind of mass hysteria at work here that just

insists that this must be the end of the world, and it must



be that the sky falls on our heads. It's based on speculation

and science fiction and an outright attack on studies with

data. But rejecting real data in favor of speculation is mind-

boggling.'

Dr. John Ioannidis, Stanford University

The famous Oxford University also came to the following

conclusion: (20C)

'The COVID-19 fatality rate is somewhere between 0.1% and

0.41%.'

What are the chances
of contamination?

A 22-year-old Chinese woman was admitted to hospital with

heart problems. After three days she recovered, but then she

tested positive for covid-19. However, the past few days she had

come into contact with hundreds of different people, including

family, fellow patients and hospital staff: 455 people in

total! There was concern that several of these people had

become infected. Therefore, an extensive investigation was

started. (20D) What turned out to be the case?

Of the 455 people with whom she had interaction in the past five days,

NOBODY had been infected.

This extensive research proves that someone who has the

covid-19 virus without symptoms is not likely to transmit the

virus. That was confirmed by a WHO spokeswoman: (20E)



'The data shows us that it's extremely rare for someone who has no

symptoms to transmit the virus to someone else.'

M A R I A V A N K E R K H O V E N , E P I D E M I O L O G I S T

W . H . O .

Infection in shops and restaurants

Professor Hendrik Streeck of the University of Bonn is the

leading virologist of Germany. He led a study in the most

affected area in Heinsberg, Germany. The results of his study

are:

'There's no risk of getting the disease if you go shopping.

Serious outbreaks of the infection were always the result of

people being very close over long periods of time.'

Professor Hendrick Streek, University of Bonn

It also turned out that it was not possible to transmit the virus

via handles, telephones or toilets. This professor concludes: (20F)



'Decisions for action were taken on the basis of assumptions and not

on the basis of scientific facts.'

PROF HENDRICK STREEK

LEADING VIROLOGIST OF GERMANY

Outdoor contamination

The Ministry of Public Health of British Columbia stated that

there is absolutely no chance of being infected with covid-19 if

you are outdoors. The study showed that 80% of all infections

happened inside of houses. The rest take place in trains and

buses. (20G)

'There is absolutely no evidence that this virus is present in

the air and even if it was, our measures would not have

worked. The overwhelming majority of covid-19

transmission occurs through close and prolonged personal

contact.'

Dr. Reka Gustafson, Provincial Health Officer British Columbia

How protective are face masks?



The WHO recently reported that face masks are only needed for

healthy people working with someone infected by covid-19.

Others do not have to wear it at all. (20H)

'If you don't have breathing problems like coughing, running nose or

fever, you don't have to wear a mask.'

DR. APRIL BALLER, PUBLIC HEALTH SPECIALIST WHO

In the past, a study was conducted to investigate whether oral

masks are useful for dentists. The result of the study was

surprising: (20I)

'These and other studies show that viruses or other

submicron particles are not filtered by mouth masks.'

Dr John Hardie, BDS, MSc, PhD, FRCDC

The renowned Canadian scientist D.G. Rancourt came to the

same conclusion: (20J)

'Masks and respirators don't work. There are extensive

randomized controlled trials (RCT), and meta-analysis

reviews of RCT studies, all of which show that masks and

respirators do not work to prevent respiratory influenza-

like diseases, or respiratory illnesses.'



D.G. Rancourt

Facemasks increase
risk of infection

A very extensive study carried out by nine scientists shows that

the prolonged use of mouth masks in fact increases the risk of

infection! (20K)

'This study is the first RCT of mouth masks, and the results

warn against the use of mouth masks.

Moisture retention, re-use of mouth masks and poor

filtration can lead to an increased risk of infection.'

BMJ Medical Report

Infection only after
prolonged close contact

The authoritative New England Medical Journal investigated

the circumstances necessary for contamination. The conclusion

of five scientists is that mouth masks are of no use at all.

Infection only occurs after someone has been standing very

close to an infected person with symptoms for several

minutes. (20L)

'We know that wearing a mask outside the healthcare

sector offers little or no protection against infections.

Public health authorities define a significant exposure to

covid-19 as face-to-face contact within one and a half

meters with a patient who has covid-19 symptoms. That

contact must be maintained for at least a few minutes (and

some say more than 10 minutes or even 30 minutes).'



'The chance of getting covid-19 through a transient interaction in a

public space is minimal. In many cases, the desire for widespread

masking is a reflexive response to fear of the pandemic'.

N E W E N G L A N D M E D I C A L J O U R N A L

No protection against viruses

Some honest producers of face masks correctly inform their

users that they offer no protection against covid-19 and other

viruses. If these medical ear loop masks don't help, then the self

fabricated masks offer no protection either. On the contrary:

they block oxygen flow, which weakens the body and therefor

lowers the immune system, which results in higher risk of

infection.



Should we keep our distance?

The idea that we should keep a distance of at least six feet is,

according to experts, based on a completely unsubstantiated



document from 1930. One of the UK's leading physicians

advised British Prime Minister Boris Johnson: (20M)

'I think it will be much more difficult to enforce some of the

measures, which really have no evidence base. I mean, the

six-feet rule is conjured up out of nowhere.'

Professor Robert Dingwall

SCIENCE SPEAKS

To summarize the above: face masks don't help but increase the risk of

infection. The six feet rule has no scientific basis. There is no risk of

infection outdoors, in shops or in restaurants. The only way to transmit

covid-19 is to stand close to someone who has a cough and a fever. And

the mortality rate of covid-19 is the same as that of seasonal flu.

These are statements by some of the most renowned scientists on

earth. A greater contrast with the madness spread by the media and

governments is inconceivable.

Violence against innocent civilians

Based on false numbers and oppression of effective medicines,

nations around the world imposed a cruel tyranny on their

people, supposedly to 'protect' them. Many are severely beaten,

arrested and locked up.

The photo below shows five South African policemen

who abuse a lonely walker for a long time with sticks

and whips.



If you search for the words 'beaten by police for breaking

lockdown' on Facebook, you'll see a long list of heartbreaking

videos (21). The video below shows various violent situations in

which policemen attack innocent civilians with rifles, tear gas

and sticks.

These people did nothing wrong, but are treated like

criminals.

A young man died from his injuries after being beaten by officers. He

was hungry and had only bought a packet of biscuits in a shop. He paid

for it with his life (22).

In South Africa, at least eight people were brutally killed! As

many as died from the virus itself (see video below). In this video

you can also see how police enter the private domain of the

Mbele family. The father is severely beaten with a whip. The

man even fears broken ribs.

GLOBAL TYRANNY



All over the world, a violent tyranny is being exerted on innocent

people. In the meantime successful treatments are being oppressed.

Brazilian president
is arming his people

Not all government leaders are in on this crime. The Brazilian

President Jair Bolsonaro made the following statements (24):

'Mayors who have absolutely no right to do this, handcuff

innocent people! House mothers who go shopping are

arrested. At the same time, rapists are released from

prisons, allegedly to prevent the spread of corona.'

'Why am I arming people? Because I don't want

dictatorship! And we can't hold it anymore. What these guys

want is our freedom. That's the truth. I want everyone

armed. Because an armed people will never be enslaved.'

'Everyone, please worry about the one thing that's more

important than your life: your freedom. For a man in

shackles isn't worth a dime.'



'Why am I arming people? Because I don't want dictatorship! I want

everyone armed. Because an armed people will never be enslaved.'

J A I R B O L S E N A R O ,

P R E S I D E N T B R A Z I L

1741 medical professionals speak up

More than 650 medical doctors and 1050 medical professionals

in the Netherlands have signed an urgent letter to the Dutch

government. (25) Here are some excerpts:

The current global measures taken to combat SARS-CoV-2

(Covid-19) violate human rights to a large extent.

Damage in the psychosocial domain, economic damage and

damage to non-covid health care and total health care

costs, is unparalleled.

There is as yet little or no evidence of the usefulness of

social distance at a distance of 1 to 2 meters. In the open

air, people get hardly infected...



On the other hand, social distancing has a clear negative

effect on public health.

'The current shaming, blaming and censorship of doctors who

oppose government policy - which is to reject alternatives to a

vaccine route - is extremely concerning.'

DR. DICK BIJL + 1,700 MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS

600 Medical doctors: 'Lockdown is a serious accident
with massive casualties'

The devastation caused by the lockdown is many times greater

than anyone can imagine. More than six hundred American

medical doctors wrote a joint letter to President Trump in

which they call the lockdown a 'serious accident with massive

casualties' (25B).

'The health effects are greatly underestimated and

underreported. This is a mistake of enormous magnitude',

says the letter from Simone Gold, M.D., a specialist in

emergency care in Los Angeles.

‘The number of suicide calls has increased by 600%.’



‘Ending the lockdown is not about Wall Street or ignoring

people's lives; it's about saving lives.'

‘We cannot allow this disease to turn the U.S. from a free,

energetic society into a society of broken souls dependent

on government spending.’

'This is a huge mistake. The damage caused by the measures is much

greater than covid19 itself. The number of suicide calls has increased

by 600%. The lives of millions of people are at risk because of the

lockdown.'

D R . S I M O N E G O L D , M D

S P O K E S P E R S O N F O R 6 0 0 M E D I C A L D O C T O R S

‘A media epidemic!’

That we are dealing with massive brainwashing by the media is

confirmed by the world's leading virologist and flu specialist,

Professor John Oxford of Queen Mary University in London.

'Personally, I would say that the best advice is to watch less

news on television that is sensational and not good. I

consider this covid outbreak to be a serious winter flu

epidemic. Last year we had eight thousand deaths (in the



UK) in this category, of which 65% had heart disease and so

on. I believe covid will not exceed that number. We're

suffering from a media epidemic!' (27A)

'We're suffering from a media epidemic.'

D R . J O H N O X F O R D ,

T H E W O R L D ' S L E A D I N G V I R O L O G I S T

Google programs mankind

Amajor player in the spreading of false informatin and the plan

to control mankind, is the nr. 1 source of information: Google.

Recently a senior software engineer of Google came out with

shocking revelations. After working for Google for eight

years Zach Vorhies could no longer live with his conscience. He

came forward with disgusting revelations about Google's

mission. His statement essentially boils down to this:

Google manipulates mankind by hiding certain information and

imposing other information. Their mission is to 'program'

humanity.



Zach Vorhies took the dangerous step of revealing 950 pages of

internal documents, demonstrating this strategy. (57) Google has

at least nine blacklists with thousands of websites that they

deliberately hide from mankind. Google sent police, a SWAT

team and an explosives team to intimidate him. Zach persisted

and made the information known worldwide. These are some of

the statements of this brave whistleblower:



'Google is not a source of objective information. They're a very one-

sided indoctrination machine. Google's basic strategy is 'programming

people.'

Z A C H V O R H I E S ,

S E N I O R S O F T W A R E E N G I N E E R A T G O O G L E

Google manipulates voters

During an interrogation by the U.S. government, academic Dr.

Robert Epstein revealed that Google manipulates millions of

votes during elections in countries around the world. Their plan

is to get at least fifteen million more people to vote for President

Trump's opposing candidates. They do this through invisible

tactics that leave no trace. (58)

Google deceives mankind

Anyone can see the deception by Google with their own eyes.

Look for information about Bill Gates: you'll only find websites

that write positively about him or portray him as a victim of so-

called 'conspiracy theories'.



It is almost impossible to find truth

on important topics via Google.

Google announced their plan for world manipulation to its

employees in a very revealing location: the headquarters of

Freemasonry, in San Francisco. Anyone familiar with

Freemasonry knows that this is a international occult society,

striving for a one world government.

False 'fact checkers'

Google and media companies are now flooding the internet

with so-called 'fact check' websites. These are supposedly meant

to unmask fake news, but every researcher soon notices that it

is just another tool to deceive the people.

All too often revealing truth is dismissed as 'fake news' and deception is

defended as 'fact'.



Not everything they write is wrong of course, that would be too

obvious. But the many 'fact check' websites are essentially yet

another means of Google and corrupt billionaires (who set up

these websites) to hide truth from mankind.

That's why Google puts these websites at the top of the

search results.

The seriousness of this situation is that Google and the corrupt

media are working closely with various Big Tech companies to

censor humanity and distribute only a prescribed script. It is

global mind control.

Eyewitness censored by fact checkers

An example of the corruption of so-called 'Fact Checkers' could

recently be seen on Facebook. I already mentioned Nelleke

Bakker, who worked for 25 years at the Dutch Health

Organization (RIVM) in the vaccination department. Recently

someone shared her interview in which she talks about the

many lies she has seen at the RIVM. A Facebook Fact Checker

described that message as 'incorrect'. While it is her own 25 years

of experience!

A clear example of the corruption of 'Fact Checkers': an authentic

eyewitness statement is dismissed as 'incorrect'.

A Facebook insider Zach McElroy recently came forward with

evidence for what many already knew: Facebook employs large

numbers of workers whose fulltime job it is to censor

content. (58B)

'We are the ones who decide what can and cannot

be said on Facebook'



Zach McElroy, Facebook insider

Shadow governments control the real governments

Besides powerful billionaires who buy corrupt leaders, there is

another reality that needs to be addressed in this context. Bill

Gates doesn't work on his own. He is a member of the world

famous and controversial Bilderberger group (60). This ultra

secret society was co-founded in 1954 by the Dutch Prince

Bernard, together with top figures from politics, food industries,

media, pharmaceutical industries, etc.

It is a strictly secret organization that decides what really needs to

happen in our countries and in the world. They give instructions to

governments, media and many industries.

No one can be a part of it, except by personal invitation. The

Dutch minister Joseph Luns once tried to enter a meeting of the

Bilderberger group and he was brutally removed. Government

leaders are forbidden, except by invitation. Yet this group makes



important decisions that determine the course of our society,

without the people being aware of it. (61)

Shadow governments are a reality and have an

astonishing influence in countries all over the world.

This is why 5G is pushed through, even though hundreds of

doctors and scientists warn of the serious dangers to public

health (62). But this higher level of radiation is necessary to trace

the entire population. That is why the government does not

listen to the hundreds of experts. They have to blindly do what

the shadow governments tell them. It's also the Bilderberger

group that appointed the leaders of the European Union.

These were not elected by the people, nor can they be

voted out, even though they control the European

Union.



For exactly that reason, thanks to Nigel Farage, England has left

the European Union. They don't want to be slaves to secret

societies. Nigel Farage said in an interview: (63)

What they want is total power without any kind

of responsibility.

Nobody can hold them responsible, but they

control everybody.

Democracy is being destroyed.



'The voice of the people no longer counts. At the same time, the people

are paying them billions every day... It's a slavish dictatorship.'

N I G E L F A R A G E , B R I T I S H P O L I T I C I A N

What can you and I do?

What can we do to stop this global crime? As I said

before: become part of the worldwide freedom

movement. Don't sit and watch, but rise up and fly! You will

receive empowering truth that helps you fight this corruption.

You will also receive effective tools to share the truth with your

own sphere of influence, even if it's just your family.

You will also learn how to become effective

and powerful in your own life.

How to eat and live healthy and overcome sickness. How to be

succesful and reign as a king instead of suffer as a slave. And so

much more. Don't hesitate. This is not just another email, this

is life changing and life saving.



Sign up to join the
freedom movement

SIGN UP FOR FREEDOM!

Your privacy is guaranteed.


